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ABSTRACT

It is the purpose of this study to demonstrate the viability and economy of

Response Surface Methods' (RSM) and Robust Optimization Concepts' (ROC) to arrive at micro-

secondary flow control installation designs that maintain optimal inlet performance over a range

of the mission variables. These statistical design concepts were used to investigate the robustness

properties of "low unit strength" micro-effector installations. "Low unit strength" micro-effectors

are micro-vanes set at very low angles-of-incidence with very long chord lengths. They were

designed to influence the near wall inlet flow over an extended streamwise distance, and their

advantage lies in low total pressure loss and high effectiveness in managing engine face distortion.

To illustrate the potential of economical robust design methodology, three different

mission strategies were considered for the subject inlet, namely (1) Maximum Performance, (2)

Maximum Engine Stability, and (3) Maximum High Cycle Fatigue Life Expectancy. The Maxi-

mum Performance mission minimized the inlet total pressure losses, the Maximum Engine Stabil-

ity mission minimized the engine face distortion (DC60), while the Maximum HCF Life

Expectancy mission minimized the mean of the first five Fourier harmonic amplitudes, i.e. "col-

lectively" reduced all the harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of engine face distortion. Each of the mission

strategies was subject to a low engine face distortion constraint, i.e. DC60 < 0.10, which is a level

acceptable for commercial engines, and to place a constraint on each individual Fourier harmonic

amplitude of Fk/2 < 0.015. For each of these missions strategies, an "Optimal Robust" (open loop

control) and an "Optimal Adaptive" (closed loop control), installation were designed over an inlet

throat Mach number range from 0.30 to 0.70, and angle-of-incidence range from 0.0 ° to 20.0 °.

The "Optimal Robust" installation used economical Robust Design methodology to arrive at a

single design, which operated over the entire throat Mach number and angle-of-incident range

(open loop control). The "Optimal Adaptive" installation optimized all the design parameters at

each throat Mach number and angle-of-incidence. Thus the "Optimal Adaptive" installation

would require a closed loop control system to sense a proper signal for each effector and modify

that effector device, whether mechanical or fluidic, for optimal inlet performance. In general, the

performance differences between the "Optimal Adaptive" and "Optimal Robust" installation
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designswerefoundto bemarginal.Thissuggests,that"OptimalRobust"openedloopinstallation
designscanbeverycompetitivewith "OptimalAdaptive"closedloopdesigns.

Effectiveinletflowcontrolmanagementof enginefacedistortionwasachievedby
reducingtheunit strengthof themicro-vaneeffectorandallowingtheinstallationdesignto influ-
encetheinlet flow overanextendedstreamwisedistance.With this combination,thetotalpres-
sure lossesassociatedwith micro-vaneeffectorsbecamevery small, and a large overall
performancegainwas achieved.In addition,this studydemonstratedthat optimal"low unit
strength"micro-effectorinstallationdesignsexhibitedthesamerobustnesspropertiesasoptimal
"high unit strength"micro-effectorinstallationbut without the largetotal pressureloss.The
designstrategyof replacing"high unit strength"micro-effectorswith "low unit strength"micro-
effectorswhichinfluencetheflowoveranextendedstreamwisedistancewasthereforefoundtobe
veryeffective.

INTRODUCTION

The currentdevelopmentstrategyfor combatair-vehiclesis directedtowards
reductionin theLife-CycleCost(LCC)with little or nocompromiseto air-vehicleperformance
andsurvivability.Thisstrategyhasbeenextendedto theaircraftcomponentlevel,in particular,
theengineinlet diffusersystem.Onemethodtoreduceinlet systemLCCisto reduceits structural
weightandvolume.Consequently,advancedcombatinlet configurationsarebeingmademore
compact(or shorter)to achieveweightandvolume(andLCC) reduction.However,compactS-
duct diffusers(seeFigures(1) and(2)) arecharacterizedby high distortionandlow pressure
recovery,which areproducedby extremewall curvatureandstrongsecondaryflow gradients.
Thesecharacteristicsarefurtheraggravatedbymaneuveringconditions.Sincesurvivabilityrather
thanaerodynamicperformanceoftendrivestheinlet design,it is expectedthattheflow quality
enteringtheturbineenginewill presentanadditionalchallengingenvironmentfor bothfan/com-
pressorsurgemargin and aeromechanicalvibration. Interestin High Cycle Fatigue(HCF)
researchby theUSaerospacecommunityhasbeenspurredby discrepanciesbetweentheexpected
durabilityof enginecomponentscomparedto thatactuallyexperiencedin thefield.Recognizing
thatinlet distortionis aforcingfunctionfor vibrationin thefancomponents,methodsfor increas-
ing HCFLifeExpectancycanbecombinedwith techniquesforinletrecoveryandenginefacedis-
tortion management.Therefore,to enableacceptableperformancelevels in such advanced,
compactinlet diffuserconfigurations,micro-scalesecondaryflow control(MSFC)methodsare
beingdevelopedto managetherecovery,distortion,andHCFaspectsof distortion.(1)-(2)

Oneof themostdifficult tasksin thedesignof a MSFCinstallationfor optimal
inlet operationis arrivingat thegeometricplacement,arrangement,number,sizeandorientation
of theeffectordeviceswithin theinletductto achieveoptimalperformance.Theseeffectordevices
canbeeithermechanicalor fluidic.Thistaskiscomplicatednotonlyby thelargenumberof possi-
ble designvariablesavailabletotheaerodynamicistbutalsobythenumberof decisionparameters
thatarebroughtinto thedesignprocess.By includingtheHCFeffectsin theinletdesignprocess,
theaerodynamicisthasatotalof sevenindividualresponsevariablesthatmeasurevariousaspects
of inletperformance.Theseincludetheinlettotalpressurerecovery,theinlettotalpressurerecov-
ery distortionattheenginefaceandthefirst five Fourierharmonic1/2-amplitudescontainedin
theenginefacedistortionpattern.Eachof theseresponsesmustbemaximized,minimized,con-
strainedor unconstrainedwhilesearchingfor theoptimalcombinationof primarydesignvariable
valuesthatsatisfythemissionrequirements.Thedesigntaskis furthercomplicatedby theexist-
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enceof hard-to-controlfactorsthataffectinletperformance,i.e. themissionvariables.Themis-
sion variablesthat causethe off-designpenaltyare, for example,inlet throatMachnumber
(enginecorrectedweightflow), angle-of-incidenceandangle-of-yaw.While theaerodynamicist
doesnotknowhowthepilot is ultimatelygoingto fly theaircraft,it is knownhow themission
variablesaffect inlet performanceunderwind tunnel conditions.Traditionally,toleranceor
robustnessto themissionvariableswasaccomplishedonly aftertheparameterdesignwascom-
pleted, usuallyby acceptingwhateveroff-designperformancewas deliveredby the newly
designedinlet system.Numericaloptimizationproceduresthathavebeensuccessfulwith some
aerodynamicsproblemsgivelittle assistanceto designingrobustinletssincetheyarepoint-design
procedures,usuallywith only onedecisionparameter.However,thereis abranchof statistical
Design-of-Experiments(DOE)methodologywhich integratesboth traditionalResponse Surface

Methods' (RSM) and Robust Optimization Concepts' (ROC) into a single optimization procedure.

It presents new potential for further reduction of total quality cost over the traditional design

approach.

Taguchi (3) coined the term Robust Parameter Design to describe an approach to

industrial problem solving whereby the product variation is reduced by choosing levels of the

control factors (design parameters) that make the product insensitive to the changes in the noise

factors that represent sources of variations. These noise factors in industrial design are often the

environmental variables such as temperature and humidity, properties of the material, and product

aging. In some applications, the factors measure how the consumer uses or handles the product. In

the aerodynamic design of inlet systems, there is an analogous situation to the industrial design

problem. As mentioned above, the design of inlet systems is usually accomplished at the cruise

condition (the on-design condition) while variations from the cruise condition are considered as

an off-design penalty. The variables that cause the off-design penalty are the mission variables,

such as the inlet throat Mach number (engine corrected weight flow), angle-of-incidence and

angle-of-yaw. Because the mission variables cause variation from on-design performance, they

can be identified with the noise factors or environmental variables in the analogous industrial

design problem. Likewise, how the pilot flies the aircraft can be identified with how the consumer

uses or handles the product. In the industrial problem, researchers must be able to control the

environmental variables in a laboratory environment, even though they cannot be controlled at the

production level or in the field. Likewise, the aerodynamic researcher can indeed control the mis-

sion variables in the wind tunnel environment, however these variables cannot be controlled in

flight (in the field). By making the analogy between the industrial design problem and the aerody-

namic design problem, Robust Parameter Design methods developed for industrial problem solv-

ing can be adapted to the design of inlet systems, and in particular, design of micro-scale

secondary flow control installations for such inlet systems.

Much has been written and said about the contribution of Genichi Taguchi to the

vastly important area of Product Quality Enhancement. However, much controversy surrounds

Taguchi's methodology among statisticians. Many statisticians have pointed out the apparent

flaws in the Taguchi approach. However, it suffices to say the importance of Taguchi's contribu-

tions lies in the idea that process or product sensitivity to its environment can be incorporated into

the optimal statistical Design-of-Experiment and subsequent analysis of data. To the aerodynami-

cist, it represents a quantum leap in the area of aerodynamic design. For the first time, the mission

variables can be directly introduced into the aerodynamic design processes. The inlet system can

now be designed to operate with optimal performance over a range of specified mission variables.

Rigorous application of Taguchi's Robust Parameter Design method may not be optimal in the
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designof micro-scalesecondaryflow installationsfor inlet systemsbecauseit canmaskinforma-
tionvital to theaerodynamicist.However,theimportantaspectssurroundingTaguchi'sapproach
toRobust Parameter Design have been incorporated into an alternate approach, i.e. adapted to the

inlet design problem by Anderson and Keller. 0) The approach taken by Anderson and Keller was

a combined DOE format in which the factor (design) variables and the environmental (mission)

variables were contained in the same DOE. This approached, called the lower order combined

DOE format, led to a very viable and economical methodology to explore the concept of robust

inlet design (Anderson and Keller(5)-(6)). The concept of robust inlet design means that the inlet

mission variables are brought directly into the installation design process, and insensitivity or

robustness to the mission variables becomes a design objective. More importantly, the combined

DOE format allows for conceptual studies to be made of the inlet-engine control system, which

take advantage of the inherent robustness properties that have been built into the installation

design by Response Surface Methods' and Robust Optimization Concepts'. It is the purpose of this

report to expand the concept of inlet robust installation design to cover both the inlet throat Mach

number and angle-of-incidence mission variable range and to explore the robustness properties of

"low unit strength" micro-vane effector installation designs which exhibit very low total pressure

loss and high effectiveness in managing engine face distortion.

To illustrate the potential of Response Surface Methods' and Robust Optimization

Concepts' to provide open loop installation designs that exhibit optimal inlet performance over an

extended mission variable range, three different mission strategies were considered for the subject

inlet, namely (1) Maximum Performance, (2) Maximum Engine Stability, and (3) Maximum HCF

Life Expectancy. The Maximum Performance mission minimized the inlet total pressure losses,

the Maximum Engine Stability mission minimized the engine face distortion, while the Maximum

HCF Life Expectancy mission minimized the mean of the first five Fourier harmonic amplitudes,

i.e. "collectively" reduced all the harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of engine face distortion. Each of the

mission strategies was subject to a low engine face distortion constraint, i.e. DC60 < 0.10, which

is a level acceptable for commercial engines, and a constraint on each individual Fourier harmonic

amplitudes of Fk/2 < 0.015. For each of three mission strategies, i.e Maximum Performance,

Maximum Engine Stability, and Maximum HCF Life Expectancy mission, an "Optimal Robust"

(open loop control) and an "Optimal Adaptive" (closed loop control) installation were designed to

operate over an inlet throat Mach number range from 0.30 to 0.70, and angle-of-incidence, i.e. c_-

range from 0.0 ° to 20.0 °. The "Optimal Robust" installation arrived at a single MSFC installation

which operated optimally over the entire throat Mach number and angle-of-incidence range (open

loop control). The "Optimal Adaptive" installation optimized all the design parameters at each

throat Mach number and angle-of-incidence. Thus the "Optimal Adaptive" installation would

require a closed loop control system to sense a proper signal for each effector and modify that

effector device, whether mechanical or fluidic, for optimal inlet performance. For each of the

three mission strategies, i.e. Maximum Performance, Maximum Engine Stability, and Maximum

HCF Life Expectancy, two approaches to secondary flow control installation design, i.e. "Optimal

Robust" installation design and Optimal Adaptive" installation design, were compared for the

simultaneous management of inlet total pressure recovery, engine face distortion, and the first five

Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of distortion. The throat Mach number and angle-of incidence

range were the Taguchi noise or environmental variables over which each optimal installation had
to be robust.
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NOMENCLATURE

AIP

c

CCF

CFD

D

DC60

DOE

h

HCF

Fk/2

FM/2

L

LCC

MSFC

Mt

n

PFAVE

PAVCRIT

QAVE
R

Rcl

Ref

Rthr
ROC

Re

RSM

S

Sclock

UAV

UCAV

Xcl

YA

YCFD

YDOE

Yi,j

YM,c_

Zcl

AZcl

T

Aerodynamic Interface Plane

Effector Chord Length

Central Composite Face-Centered

Computational Fluid Dynamics

Engine Face Diameter

Circumferential Distortion Descriptor

Design of Experiments

Effector Blade Height

High Cycle Fatigue
kth Fourier Harmonic 1/2-Amplitude

Mean Fourier Harmonic 1/2-Amplitude

Inlet Diffuser Length

Life Cycle Costs

Micro-Scale Secondary Flow Control
Inlet Throat Mach Number

Number of Effector Vanes per Band

Average Inlet Total Pressure at AIP

Minimum Total Pressure over Critical Sector Angle at AlP

Average Dynamic Pressure at AIP
Inlet Radius

Centerline Radius

Engine Face Radius
Inlet Throat Radius

Robust Optimization Concepts

Reynold Number per ft.

Response Surface Methodology
Standard Deviation

Standard Deviation over the Rake Clocking Angles
Unmanned Air Vehicle

Unmanned Combact Air Vehicle

Axial Distance Along the Duct Centerline

Upper 95% Confidence Interval Predicted by DOE Analysis

Response Predicted by CFD Analysis

Response Predicted by DOE Analysis

Generalized Response Variable

Generalized Response Variable Summed over Mt and ot

Centerline Offset Displacement

Inlet Angle-of-Incidence

Effector Vane Angle-of-Incidence
Inlet Centerline Offset

Inlet Angle-of-Yaw
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Baseline Flow in the Redesigned M2129 Inlet S-Duct

The redsigned M2129 inlet S-duct used in this study was considered similar to the

original DERA/M2129 inlet S-duct defined by AGARD FDP Working Group 13 Test Case 3, (7)

using Lip No. 3 and Forward Extension No. 2. This inlet design was first proposed by Willmer,

Smith and Goldsmith, (8) and has been used extensively in the US and UK to explore inlet flow

control installation design. The centerline for the redesigned M2129 inlet is given by the equation

(1)

the radius distribution measured normal to the inlet centerline is given by the expression

(_Rthrl:Rthr / 3(1- _-_--c/)4- 4(1- _-_--c/)3+ 1 (2)

whereRth r = 2.5355 inches, Ref = 3.0 inches, L = 15.0 inches, and AZ d = 5.401 inches.

The redesign of the M2129 inlet was such that the new inlet matches the static pressure gradients

normally found in typical UAV or UCAV designs. Therefore, the new inlet is more compact than

the original M2129 inlet S-duct. As a consequence, supersonic flow will develop in this inlet

when the inlet throat Mach number increases much above 0.70. The geometry and grid structure

for the resigned M2129 inlet S-duct is shown in Figure (1). The computational grid for the base-

line solutions was a single block composed of 61x91x49 grid points in a half cylindrical grid

topology.

A set of cases was run to characterize the performance in the baseline inlet S-duct

over a range of throat Mach numbers from 0.30 to 0.70 and angles-of-incidence from 0.0 ° to

20.0 °. The definition of the baseline cases are presented in Table (1) and were organized as a full

factorial array with two factors at three levels each, i.e. 32 cases. Each of the 9 cases in Table (1)

were run with a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes code. (1°) The baseline inlet performance

results are presented in Table (2) and include the inlet total pressure recovery (PFAVE), the engine

face distortion (DC60), and the first five Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of engine face distor-

tion (Fk/2). To introduce an angle-of-incidence (c_-disturbance) into the flow analysis, the condi-

tion was imposed that the initial station have an angle-of-incidence component that approximated

the measured angle-of-incidence flow field (11). Even though introducing an c_-disturbance into the

flow field was not rigorous, it provided a remarkably good approximation in comparison to the

experimental flow field. The data reduction methodology for the total pressure recovery, engine

face distortion and Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes appear in the section entitled Harmonic

Analysis of Distortion.
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Theinlet wasdesignedsuchthatat 0.70throatMachnumberand20.0° angleof
incidencetheMachnumberin thevicinity of theinlet shoulderwasjustbelowsupersoniccondi-
tions.Thus,if eithertheinlet throatMachnumberincreasesmuchabove0.70or theinlet angle-
of-incidenceincreasesbeyond20.0°, shockwaveswill form in thevicinity of the inlet shoulder
whichwill inducemassiveflowseparationextendingupstreamof theinlet throat.Overtherange
of throatMachnumbersfrom 0.30to 0.70andinlet angles-of-incidencefrom 0.0° to 20.0°, the
inlet wasseparated.Thedegreeof flow separation,i.e.vortexliftoff, is shownin Figure(2).This
typeof 3D flow separationresultsin severetotalpressurelossesandenginefacedistortion.In
addition,it mayalsohaveverysevereconsequenceswith regardto aeromechanicalvibration.The
enginefacetotalpressurerecoverycontoursovertherangeof conditionspresentedin Table(1)
areshownin Figure(3).Althoughthebaselineflow for theredesignedM2129inlet S-ductindi-
catedvortexliftoff (flowseparation)overtheentiremissionrangedefinedby Table(1), thereis
considerablevariationin distortionpatternsshownin Figure(3).Toaugmentthisvisualsummary,
thebaselineinletperformanceis presentedin Figures(4) throughFigure(9) in termsof theinlet
totalpressurerecovery(PFAVE),enginefacedistortion(DC60),andthe first five Fourierhar-
monic1/2-amplitudesof enginefacedistortion(F1/2,F2/2,F3/2,F4/2,F5/2),andthemeanof the
first five Fourierharmonic1/2-amplitudes(FM/2). Figures(4), (6) and(8) presenttheeffectof
inletthroatMachnumberat0.0° inletangle-of-incidenceonrecovery,distortion,andFourierhar-
monic 1/2-amplitudesof distortion,while Figures(5), (7) and(9) illustratethe effectof inlet
angle-of-incidenceon thesameinlet metricsat an inlet throatMachnumberof 0.70.Thelarge
variationin inletperformanceis evidentfromthesefigures.Particularlyrevealingis theveryhigh
Fourierharmonic1/2-amplitudesof distortionthatcanariseatangle-of-incidenceconditions.See
Figure(9).

Inlet Flow Control Design Approach

In the secondary flow control concept, micro-scale actuation is used as an approach

called "secondary flow control" to alter the inlet S-duct inherent secondary flow with the goal of

simultaneously improving the critical system level performance metrics of total pressure recovery,

engine face distortion, and HCF characteristics. In studying the influence of micro-vane chord

length (1) on inlet performance, it was determined that this factor was very important parameter in

reducing engine face distortion as well as managing the harmonic content of engine face distor-

tion. While there appear to be limits on the total number and strength of the individual effector

units (1) in managing engine face distortion, there appear to be no such limits on micro-vane chord

length. By installing multiple bands of micro-effector units, the chord length can be effectively

increased, (5) and engine face distortion managed. However, this improvement in engine face dis-

tortion comes at the expense of total pressure recovery. In order to overcome the dimensional limit

of chord length, the micro-vane angle of incidence can be greatly reduced while compensating for

loss of unit strength by increasing the length of the micro-vane effector units. Hence effective

inlet flow control management of engine face distortion can be achieved by reducing the unit

strength of the vane effector and allowing the installation design to influence the inlet flow over a

longer streamwise distance. With this combination, the total pressure losses associated with

micro-vane effectors become very small, and a large overall performance gain achieved.
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Themicro-vaneinstallationsdescribedin thefirst paragraphfunctionby inducing
aweaksetof vorticesin acascadetypearrangementwithin averythin layeradjacentto theinlet
walls.Theweaksetof vorticesin this thin layerquicklymergedto form a secondaryflow field
whichsuppressedthedevelopmentof thevortexpairthatformsin thediffuser,seeFigures(2)and
(3). Thisin turn,substantiallyreducedenginefacedistortion.It hasbeendemonstratedthathigh
unit strengthmicro-vaneeffectorswith vaneheightsof 2.0mm, chordlengthof 16.0mm anda
vaneangle-of-incidenceof 24.0° managetheinlet flowveryeffectivelyat athroatMachnumber
of 0.70andoverarangeof inlet angles-of-incidencefrom 0.0° to 20.0°. However,thesehighunit
strengthinstallationdesignsexhibitedhightotalpressureloss.In otherwords,openloopinstalla-
tiondesignsusinghighunit strengthmicro-vaneeffectorswere"OptimalRobust"overarangeof
inlet angles-of-incidenceanddiffer only marginallyin performancefrom "Optimal Adaptive"
closeloop installationdesigns.(4)However,theperformancepenaltypaidfor high unit strength
"OptimalRobust"installationdesignswashightotalpressureloss.In thisstudy,low unit strength
micro-vaneeffectorswhichhavelow totalpressurelosswill beexaminedto determinewhether
theyexhibitthesamerobustnesspropertiesashighunit strengtheffectors.However,in thisstudy,
the "OptimalRobust"low unit strengthmicro-vaneeffectorinstallationdesignswill be estab-
lishedoveranexpandedmissionvariablerange,i.e.throatMachnumbersfrom 0.30to 0.70and
inlet angles-of-incidencefrom0.0° to 20.0°.

Inlet Flow Control Installation Design

To manage the flow in the redesigned M2129 inlet S-duct, a single band installa-

tion arrangement of micro-scale effectors was placed in the upstream section near the inlet throat.

See Figures (10) and (11). These micro-scale effectors were micro-vanes, the largest height being

about the average height of the momentum layer just downstream of the inlet throat or about 2.0

mm. The purpose of these micro-vanes was to create a set of co-rotating vortices that would

quickly merge to form a thin layer of secondary flow that will counter the formation of the pas-

sage vortex pair. Since the height of the vane effectors were limited to 2.0 mm, a single-band

arrangement of micro-vanes set at 5.0 ° angle-of-incidence was chosen to investigate the enhanc-

ing effect of increasing the vane chord length on distortion management, i.e. allowing the installa-

tion design to influence the inlet flow over an extended streamwise distance for a design

advantage

The DOE approach followed directly from the objectives previously stated and

was reflected in the layout of the design factors listed in Table (3). The factor variables were the

number of vane effector units (n), the micro-vane effector height (h), the micro-vane chord length

(c), the inlet throat Mach number (Mt), and the inlet angle-of-incidence (o_). Strictly speaking, the

inlet throat Mach number and angle-of-incidence are mission variables and, therefore, the noise

factors that belonged with the environmental variables, i.e. the outer array in a traditional Tagu-

chi-style Robust Parameter Design. However, in this study, the throat Mach number and inlet

angle-of-incidence were combined into the statistical DOE matrix with the control factors. This is

called a combined DOE matrix array, which allowed greater economy than the traditional Taguchi

approach (3). The robust nature of the throat Mach number and inlet angle-of-incidence was inves-

tigated during the analysis phase of the data. Table (4) shows the variables that were held constant

during this study. They include the effector vane thickness (t), the geometric angle-of-incidence of

the micro vanes ([3), the inlet operating total pressure (Pt) and temperature (Tt), and the inlet
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angle-of-yaw(Y).Table(5) displaystheresponsevariablesfor thisstudy.Theyincludetheinlet
totalpressurerecovery(PFAVE),theenginefacedistortion(DC60),andthefirst fiveFourierhar-
monic1/2-amplitudesof enginefacedistortion(F1/2,F2/2,F3/2,F4/2,andF5/2).

TheDOEstrategyselectedwasa CentralCompositeFace-Centered(CCF)DOE.
Thisstrategyresultedin27uniqueCFDexperimentalcasesthatareshowninTable(6).ThisDOE
constructis calledacombinedarrayformatbecauseit containsboththefactor(design)variables
andthe environmental(mission)variables.Notice that theseDOE casescovereda substantial
rangeof possibleflowsituationsoverawiderangeof throatMachnumbersfrom0.30to0.70,and
angles-of-incidencesfrom 0.0° to 20.0°. ThisparticularDOE,like mostDOEstrategies,varied
morethanonefactorata time.Further,this layoutof 27casespermittedtheestimationof both
linearandcurvilineareffectsaswell astwo-factorinteractiveor synergisticeffectsamongthe
DOEfactors.ThisCCFDOEstrategyis superiorto thetraditionalapproachwhereonlychanging
onevariableatatimedoesnotpermittheestimationof thetwo-factorinteractions.It is alsomore
economicalat27runsthanafull factorialapproachwherethenumberof experimentswouldbe35
or 243 separateCFD cases.It is alsomoreeconomicalthana comparableTaguchiapproach
requiring15x 3 = 45runs.

A graphicalrepresentationof theCentralCompositeFace-CenteredDOEusedin
thestudyispresentedin Figure(12).TheDOEcasesarerepresentedin this figureby thecircular
symbols,wherethesymbollocationson thecubesignifyits factorvalue.ThisDOE is calleda
compositeDOEbecausetheorganizationof casesis composedof afractionalfactorialpartanda
quadraticpart.Thefractionalfactorialpartof theDOEis composedof one-halfof the25possible
cases,i.e. 32possiblefactorialcases,whicharerepresentedby theeightcomerlocationsin each
of thefourcomer-cubesin Figure(12).Becauseonlyhalf thenumberof possiblefactorialcases
areactuallyusedin thisDOEformat(circularsymbols),thelayoutis calleda 1/2-fractionalof the
full factorialandis composedof 25-1cases,or 16separateCFDruns.Theremainingcasesin Fig-
ure(12)arethequadraticpartof theDOE.Thequadraticcasesallowfor theevaluationof thecur-
vilineareffects.All together,thereareatotalof 27casesin a CentralCompositeFace-Centered
DOEwith fivefactorvariables.Noticethebalancedlayoutof casesin Figure(12).Thefactorvari-
ablesarerepresentedby theaxesof the individualcubes,while theenvironmentalvariablesare
representedby thedifferentcubes.This layoutof casesrepresentsthesmallestnumberof CCF
DOEcasesthatallowsfor theevaluationof linearandcurvilineareffectsaswell asall two-factor
interactiveor synergisticeffects.

Eachof the27casesin Table(6)wasrunwithaReynolds-averagedNavier-Stokes
code(1°)thatallowedfor numericalsimulationof micro-vaneeffectorswithouttheneedtophysi-
cally embedthevaneeffectorswithin theCFDgridstructure.However,for thepresentstudythe
individualvaneswereincorporatedinto thehalf cylindricalgrid structure.Thesemicro-vanesall
hadathicknessof 0.138mm. SeeTable(4).Thecomputationalgrid surroundingwasdeveloped
suchthatit reasonablyresolvedtheboundarylayerdevelopmentonboththesuctionandpressure
surfacesof eachmicro-vanein the installation.Becausewall functionswereusedin thecalcula-
tions,thegrid resolutionfor the individualmicro-vaneswassimplified.However,theboundary
layeralongthemicro-vaneedgeswasassumedto benegligible,andthereforenotresolvedin the
computationalgrid.Thehalf cylindricalgrid structurewascomposedof threeblocks:anupstream
block,aneffectorsectioncontainingthemicro-vanes,anda downstreamblock.SeeFigures(10)
and(11).Thecomputationalhalf-planegrid variedin totalnumberof meshpointsfrom about
950,000to 1,150,000dependingon the micro-vaneconfiguration.All CFD calculationswere
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accomplishedassuminghalf cylindricalsymmetry.A two-equationk-1turbulencemodelwasused
in thisstudy.Themodelconsistsof transportequationfor theturbulentkineticenergyandturbu-
lent lengthscale.Themodelincludesa near-wallmodelandcompressiblecorrectionsfor high
speedflows.

HarmonicAnalysis of Distortion

The overall methodology used to obtain the harmonic content of inlet distortion

was first proposed by Ludwig (12) and is currently in use at the Williams International Corporation.

This methodology is characterized by the use of radial weighting factors applied to the total pres-

sure rake measurements. The radial weighting factors are shown in Table (7).These radial weight-

ing factors compress the rake information to a single radius ring of data samples, where the

number of data samples corresponds to the number of arms of the measurement rake. A separate

study was initiated by Anderson and Keller (13) to evaluate the impact of rake geometry (specifi-

cally the number of rake arms) on the measurement error associated with estimating the first five

Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of engine face distortion. As a result of that study, the rake and

methodology chosen for this study was the 80-probe "clocked" AIP rake because it provided the

lowest error in estimating the first five Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of engine face distortion.

Clocking the AIP rake means that N separate measurements were taken, and at each separate mea-

surement, the angular orientation of the rake was advanced by an amount 1/N time the rake angle.

The rake angle is the ratio of 360 ° divided by the number of arms in the AIP rake. For example, a

standard 80-probe rake has 16-arms. Hence the rake angle is 22.5 °. Therefore total pressure mea-

surements were obtained at each 22.5°/N angular position of the rake. Using the AIP instrumenta-

tion locations for the 80-probe rake, the 27 CFD solutions were interpolated at each of the probe

positions shown in Figure (13a). The span-weighted average total pressure was calculated for the

80-probe rake by multiplying the probe total pressure by the span-weighted coefficients from

Table (7), and adding the results over the five probes of the rakes to form a single radius ring of

data samples.

Since the rake at the engine face was "clocked", a complete set of "repeats" was

generated at each experimental run in Table (6). From the engine face patterns at each of the 10

clocking angles, a Fourier analysis was performed on the sample set of data and a standard devia-

tion of the "repeats", Sclock, was determined for each of the Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes. In

order to check the constant variance assumption associated with least square regression, a simple

F-test for comparing the minimum standard deviation to the maximum standard deviation (F =

S2max/S2min) was conducted for each of the five responses. The results are presented in Table (8).

Since each F-test exceeded the 95% confidence critical value of F(0.975,9,9) = 4.03, the assump-

tion of constant variance across the design space had to be discarded. This meant that a regression

technique known as weighted least squares regression had to be employed for analyzing the 10 x

27 = 270 data samples in the DOE. The weights in these regression analyses were set to 1/S2clock .

The data reduction for the inlet total pressure recovery and engine face distortion

differed greatly from the harmonic analysis of distortion described. There exists no recognized

methodology to evaluate the Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of engine face distortion for more

than five probes in the radial direction. Hence, evaluating the Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitude

directly from the computational mesh had to be discarded. However, both the inlet total pressure
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recoveryandenginefacedistortioncanandwerecalculateddirectlyfromthecomputationalgrid
attheenginefacestation.Thiscomputationalmeshwascomposedof 49x 121gridpointsin the
full-plane.TheDC60enginefacedistortiondescriptoris definedsuchthatit canbedetermined
fromeitheracomputationalgrid orastandardmeasurementrake.(14)It is theonlyrecognizeddis-
tortiondescriptorthathasthisproperty,andhence,waschosenfor thisstudy.TheDC60engine
facedistortiondescriptoris ameasureof thedifferencebetweentheenginefaceor AIP average
totalpressure(PFAVE)andthelowestaveragetotalpressurein anysectordefinedby acritical
angleof 60° (PAVCRIT),dividedby the averagedynamicpressureat the engine(AIP) face.
Hence,

DC60 = (PFA VE - PA VCRIT) (3)
QA VE

The CFD performance results for the Central Composite Face-Centered combined

array DOE format involving both the factor (design) variables and the environmental (mission)

variables are presented in Table (9). The inlet recovery (PFAVE) and the engine face distortion

(DC60) were determined from the computation mesh. The Fourier harmonics 1/2-amplitudes of

engine face distortion listed in Table (9) were determined from a "clocked" engine face rake and

are the mean values over the 10 clocking angles. However, these values were not used in the

regression analysis since weighted regression were required as a result of a lack of constant vari-

ance across the design space. Instead, the complete set of 10 x 27 = 270 values together with their

corresponding weighting factors were used in the weighted regression to obtain the response sur-

faces for each of the Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of distortion.

Once the response surfaces are determined encompassing the inlet design parame-

ters and mission variables, conceptual studies can be made to the determine the best and most cost

effective method to manage the inlet flow field over the mission variable range. This type of con-

ceptual study is not possible within a traditional Taguchi Robust Parameter Design methodology

because the performance information of that installation over the outer array (mission) variable

range is lost. These two sources of information are combined into a Taguchi signal-to-noise

parameter (S/N) and are not contained in the regression.

Optimal Flow Control Over the Mission Variable Range

To illustrate the potential of RSM and Robust Optimization Concepts' to design and

optimize MSFC installations, three mission strategies were considered for the subject inlet,

namely (1) Maximum Performance, (2) Maximum Engine Stability, and (3) Maximum HCF Life

Expectancy. The Maximum Performance mission minimized the inlet total pressure losses, the

Maximum Engine Stability mission minimized the engine face distortion, while the Maximum

HCF Life Expectancy mission minimized the mean of the first five Fourier harmonic amplitudes,

i.e. "collectively" reduced all the harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of engine face distortion. Each of the

mission strategies was subject to a low engine face distortion constraint, i.e. DC60 < 0.10, which

is a level acceptable for commercial engines, and a constraint on each individual Fourier harmonic

1/2-amplitudes: Fk/2 < 0.015, k = 1,2...5. For each of three mission strategies, i.e Maximum Per-

formance, Maximum Engine Stability, and Maximum HCF Life Expectancy mission, an "Optimal

Robust" (open loop control) and an "Optimal Adaptive" (closed loop control) installation were
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designedto operateoveraninletthroatMachnumberrangefrom 0.30to 0.70,andangle-of-inci-
dencerangefrom 0.0° to 20.0°. The "OptimalRobust"installationarrivedat a singleMSFC
installationwhichoperatedoptimallyovertheentirethroatMachnumberandangle-of-incident
range(openloopcontrol).The"OptimalAdaptive"installationoptimizedall thedesignparame-
tersat eachthroatMachnumberandangle-of-incidence.Thusthe"OptimalAdaptive"installa-
tion would requirea closedloop controlsystemto sensea propersignalfor eacheffectorand
modify that effectordevice,whethermechanicalor fluidic, for optimalinlet performance.The
inlet throatMachnumberandangle-ofincidencerangeweretheTaguchinoiseor environmental
variablesoverwhich eachoptimal installationhad to be robust.A detaileddescriptionof the
robustmethodologyusedin thepresentstudyappearsin AndersonandKeller,O) and is termed the

"Lower Order" method, while a lengthy comparison between the "Lower Order", Taguchi and an

alternative "High Order" method appears in Anderson and Keller. (6)

Maximum Performance Mission - Two different inlet control strategies were

considered for the Maximum Performance mission, an "Optimal Adaptive" and an "Optimal

Robust" strategy. The "Optimal Adaptive" strategy optimized all the design parameters at each

throat Mach number and angle-of-incidence, while "Optimal Robust" strategy arrived at a single

MSFC installation which operated optimally over the entire throat Mach number and angle-of-

incident range. To obtain the "Optimal Adaptive" Maximum Performance optimal installation

designs, the inlet duct losses:

Yi, j = (1-PFAVE)i,j (4)

where minimized at each of the N M values of inlet throat Mach numbers and each of the Nc_

angles-of-incidence to obtained the optimal installation corresponding to that inlet operating con-

dition. This search was subject to the engine face distortion constraint that

DC60<_0.10 (5)

while the individual Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of distortion were each constrained to

F____k< 0.015 (6)
2-

where k = 1 to 5. In a similar manner, the "Optimal Robust" Maximum Performance installation

design was determined through a search process to locate that installation geometry that mini-

mized the decision parameter:

N M N,_

i=1 j=l

(1-PFAVE)i, j (7)
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where N M is the number of throat Mach number conditions in the set from Mt = 0.30 to 0.70, and

Nc_ is the number angles-of-incidence (z = 0.0 to 20.0 °. This search was also subject to the engine

face distortion constraint that

DC60<_0.10 (8)

and the individual Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of distortion constraint to

F--._-k< 0.015 (9)
2-

Comparisons between the performance results of the "Optimal Robust" and "Opti-

mal Adaptive" installations for the Maximum Performance inlet mission are shown in Figure (14).

Also presented in Figures (14) is the inlet baseline performance at an inlet throat Mach number of

0.70 for each response. It is apparent from Figure (14) that flow control was able to increase total

pressure recovery substantially above the baseline flow at 0.70 inlet throat Mach number. This

was not the case for the high strength micro-vane effector units. (4)-(5)

The "Optimal Robust" and "Optimal Adaptive" installations provided essentially

the same performance over the inlet throat Mach number range for 0.30 to 0.70 and angle-of-inci-

dence range of 0 ° to 20 °. This is not surprising, since there exists experimental data (11) that dem-

onstrate that a fixed secondary flow control installation optimally designed can provide essentially

the same low DC60 distortion level, i.e. DC60 < 0.10, over a substantial angle-of-incidence

range. Secondary flow control in inlets is inherently robust, provided it is optimally designed. In

addition, "Optimal Robust" and "Optimal Adaptive" installations reduced all the Fourier har-

monic 1/2-amplitudes to a value of 0.01 or below, which is extremely low. Although a correlation

between engine face distortion and the Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes can not be established,

reducing the Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes is essentially the same at reducing the engine face
circumferential distortion.

In order to validate the DOE prediction results, a set of nine cases was run using

the "Optimal Robust" installation design determined from the search procedure described. The

validation cases are defined in Table (10) and were organized as a full factorial array with the two

mission variables at three levels each, i.e. 32 cases. Each of the 9 CFD cases in Table (10) were

run with a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes code, and the performance results are presented in

Table (11). More will be said about these performance results later in the report. However, the per-

formance of the "Optimal Robust" installation design were excellent. The engine face total pres-

sure recovery contours for 9 CFD validation cases defined in Table (10) are presented in Figure

(15). The circumferential uniform nature of the engine face distortion patterns over the range of

inlet throat Mach numbers from 0.30 to 0.70 and inlet angles-of-incidences from 0.0 ° to 20.0 ° can

clearly be seen in Figure (15).

The near wall streamlines for the baseline solution and the "Optimal Robust"

Maximum Performance installation design are presented in Figures (16a) and (16b) respectively

for an inlet throat Mach number of 0.30 and inlet angle-of-incidence c_ = 0.0 °. A comparison of

these two figures indicates the underlying operational purpose of micro-scale secondary flow
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effectordevices.In thebaselineflow presentedin Figure (16a),secondarymotion or "over-
turning" of thefluid, arisesthroughan inbalancebetweencentrifugalforceandradialpressure
gradientatwall of thefirst bendin theS-duct.Thisinbalancedisplaceshigh-speedfluid towards
the outer(concave)wall andlow-speedfluid towardstheinner (convex)wall andleadsto a
generationof longitudinalvorticitywhichtendtocongregateontheinner(convex)wall ofthefirst
bend.This formsthevortexpairin theinlet S-duct,whicheventually"lifts-off'. SeeFigure(2).
Thisvortexpairresultsin totalpressurelossandseveretotalpressuredistortionattheengineface.
It isnotnecessaryforthisvortexto"lift-off' orseparatefromthewallsforhightotalpressureloss
and distortionto occur (hencethe terminologyinlet "secondaryflow control" rather than
"separationcontrol").By introducingthemicro-vaneeffectorsinto theinlet the"over-turning"in
theinletboundaryis prevented.SeeFigure(15b).Consequently,thepassagevortexwill not form
or,atworst,is greatlyreducedin strength,whichwill resultsinavastimprovementin engineface
distortion.Therefore,theentireinlet flow fieldcanbemanagedby controllingthesecondaryflow
in athin layeradjacenttotheinlet walls.

Maximum Engine Stability Mission - To obtain the "Optimal Adaptive" Maxi-

mum Engine Stability installation designs, a search was made over the factor variable space to

locate that installation geometry that minimized the decision parameter:

Yi, j = (DC60)i,j (10)

at each throat of the N M inlet throat Mach numbers and each of the Nc_ inlet angles-of-incidence.

This search was subject to the constraint that each Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitude of distortion

satisfy the relationship:

Fk< 0.015 (11)
2-

where k = 1 to 5, while no constraint was placed on the inlet total pressure recovery (PFAVE). In

a similar manner, the "Optimal Robust" Maximum Engine Stability installation design was deter-

mined through a search process to locate that installation geometry that minimized the decision

parameter:

N M N,_

YM, e_ - #M1 ___ _1 ___ (DC60)i,j
j=l i=1

(12)

where N M is the number of throat Mach number conditions in the set from Mt = 0.30 to 0.70, and

Nc_ is the number of angles-of-incidence c_ = 0.0 to 20.0 °. This search was also subject to the con-

straint that

F--]-k< 0.015 (13)
2-
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whilenoconstraintwasplacedontheinlettotalpressurerecovery(PFAVE).
Comparisonsbetweentheperformanceresultsof the"OptimalRobust"and"Opti-

malAdaptive"installationsfor theMaximumEngineStabilityinletmissionareshownin Figure
(17).Alsopresentedin Figure(17)is theinletbaselineperformanceataninletthroatMachnum-
berof 0.70for eachresponse.It is apparentfrom Figure(17)thatboththe"OptimalRobust"and
"OptimalAdaptive"installationswereableto increasetotalpressurerecoverysubstantiallywell
abovethebaselineflow at 0.70inlet throatMachnumberwith anunconstrainedinlettotalpres-
surerecovery(PFAVE)conditionduringthesearchprocedure.Whilenocorrelationcanbeestab-
lishedbetweenenginefacedistortionandinlet totalpressurerecovery,this occurrencesuggest
thatmaximuminlettotalpressurerecoveryoccurswhentheenginefacecircumferentialdistortion
approacheszero.

In order to validatethe DOE predictionfor the "Optimal Robust"Maximum
EngineStabilityinstallationperformanceresults,asetof ninecaseswererunusingthe"Optimal
Robust"installationdesigndeterminedfromthesearchproceduredescribed.Thevalidationcases
aredefinedin Table(12)andwerealsoorganizedasa full factorialarraywith two missionvari-
ablesatthreelevels,i.e. 32cases.Eachof the9 CFDcasesin Table(12)wererunwith a Rey-
nolds-averagedNavier-Stokescode,andthe performanceresultsarepresentedin Table(13).
Morewill besaidabouttheseperformanceresultslaterin thereport.However,theperformanceof
the"OptimalRobust"MaximumEngineStabilityinstallationdesignwereexcellent.Theengine
facetotalpressurerecoverycontoursfor the9CFDvalidationcasesdefinedinTables(12)arepre-
sentedin Figure(18).Again,thecircumferentialuniformnatureof theenginefacedistortionpat-
ternsovertherangeof inlet throatMachnumbersfrom0.30to 0.70andinlet angles-of-incidence
from 0.0° to 20.0° canclearlybeseenin Figure(18).

Presentedin Figure(19)arethenearwallstreamlinesfor thebaselineinlet solution
and"OptimalRobust"MaximumEngineStabilityinstallationdesignata throatMachnumberof
0.50andinlet angle-of-incidence,c_= 10.0°. Again,noticetheeffectof themicro-vaneactuators
inpreventingtheover-turningof theflowadjacentto theinletwallsandthussuppressingthepas-
sagevortexformation.

Maximum HCF Life Expectancy Mission -The "Optimal Adaptive" Maximum

HCF Life Expectancy MSFC installation was determined through a search process over the factor

variable space to locate that installation geometry that minimized the mean of the first five Fourier

harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of distortion, i.e

5

ri,+- 52 T
k=l

at each of the N M inlet throat Mach numbers and each of the Nc_ inlet angles-of-incidence. This

defined the "Optimal Adaptive" installation design at each of these inlet operating conditions sub-

ject to inlet total pressure recovery (PFAVE) being unconstrained and the following constraint on

the engine face distortion:

DC60 <_0.01 (15)
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and constraint on the individual Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of distortion

Fk_< 0.015 (16)

where k = 1 to 5. The "Optimal Robust" Maximum HCF Life Expectancy MSFC installation was

also determined through a search process over the factor variable space to locate that installation

geometry that minimized the decision parameter:

N M N,_ 5

_ 1 1 v lvCF  (17)

where N M is the number of throat Mach number conditions in the set from Mt = 0.30 to 0.70, and

Nc_ is the number angles-of-incidence ot = 0.0 to 20.0 °. This search was also subject to and

unconstrained inlet total pressure recovery (PFAVE) and the constraint that the engine face dis-

tortion satisfy the relationship:

DC60_< 0.10 (18)

and each Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitude satisfy the expression:

Fk_< 0.015 (19)

Comparisons between the performance results of the "Optimal Robust" and "Opti-

mal Adaptive" installations for the Maximum HCF Life Expectancy mission are shown in Figure

(20). Also presented in Figure (20) is the inlet baseline performance at an inlet throat Mach num-

ber of 0.70 for each response. It is apparent from Figure (20) that both the "Optimal Robust" and

"Optimal Adaptive" installations were able to increase total pressure recovery substantially above

the baseline flow at 0.70 inlet throat Mach number with an unconstrained inlet total pressure

recovery (PFAVE) condition during the search procedure. While no correlation can be established

between the Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes and engine face distortion or inlet total pressure

recovery, this occurrence suggest that maximum inlet total pressure recovery occurs when the

Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of distortion approach zero.

In order to validate the DOE prediction for the "Optimal Robust" Maximum HCF

Life Expectancy installation performance results, a set of nine cases were run using the "Optimal

Robust" installation design determined from the search procedure described. The validation cases

are defined in Table (14) and were organized as a full factorial array with the two mission vari-

ables at three levels, i.e. 32 cases. Each of the 9 CFD cases in Table (14) were run with a Rey-

nolds-averaged Navier-Stokes code, and the performance results are presented in Table (15). The

engine face total pressure recovery contours for the 9 CFD validation cases defined in Table (14)

are presented in Figure (21). Again, the circumferential uniform nature of the engine face distor-
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tion patterns over the range of inlet throat Mach numbers from 0.30 to 0.70 and inlet angles-of-

incidences from 0.0 ° to 20.0 ° can clearly be seen in Figure (21).

The near wall streamlines for the baseline inlet solution and "Optimal Robust"

Maximum HCF Life Expectancy installation design at a throat Mach number of 0.70 and inlet

angle-of-incidence of o_ = 20.0 ° are presented in Figure (22a) and (22b) respectively. Again,

notice the effect of the micro-vane actuators in preventing the over-turning of the flow adj acent to

the inlet walls. This suppresses the formation of the passage vortex, thus resulting in the engine

face distortion patterns displayed in Figure (21).

Comparison of the Optimal Robust Installation Designs

Comparison of the performance of the three "Optimal Robust" installation designs,

i.e. the Maximum Performance, Maximum Engine Stability, and Maximum HCF Life Expectancy

mission designs, are shown in Figures (23) through (25) at a throat Mach number of 0.70 and an

inlet angle-of-incidence of 20.0 ° . These figures also include the baseline inlet performance, i.e.

the performance of the redsigned M2129 inlet S-duct without flow control. The low strength

effector units used in these designs achieved a substantial improvement in inlet total pressure

recovery (PFAVE) over the baseline performance. See Figure (23). This differs from the perfor-

mance of the high strength effector units which never increased the inlet total pressure recovery

above the baseline value (4). Excellent engine face distortion characteristics were also achieved

with the low strength effector units as shown in Figure (24). Although very low engine face distor-

tion was also achieved with the high strength effector units (4), the overall installation reductions

were substantially greater than the present designs. Presented in Figure (25) is a comparison of

the first five Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes for the three "Optimal Robust" installation designs

with the baseline inlet characteristics. Minimizing the mean of the first five Fourier harmonic 1/2-

amplitudes resulted in a substantial reduction in the amplitudes of the first three harmonics 1/2-

amplitudes, and very low amplitudes for the fourth and fifth harmonic components.

By visually comparing the performance of the three "Optimal Robust" installa-

tions designs presented in Figures (23) through (25), it is obvious that they are remarkably similar.

This similarity can be established objectively by a statistical comparison between the optimal

CFD performance validations presented in Tables (11), (13) and (15). Since each of the nine CFD
validation cases listed in these tables was run at the same conditions of throat Mach number and

inlet angle-of-incidence, they represent a blocked set of results.

A comparison can be made between the mean or average values of two response

variables, Yi from the i-th data set and Yj for the j-th data set using the t-statistic

t* = Yi- Yj (20)
]

Here the pooled standard deviation for the two sets of data is calculated from the equation:
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](N i- 1)S_ + (Nj- 1)S_)

Sp = tq (-N_.-'2-li_--_j.---'l" _ (21)

assuming S 2 and S 2 are not significantly different base on the F-test. The two standard deviations

used in equation (21) are calculated as follows:

and

] _ (Yi, k- _i)2

Si = ^lk= 1 (22)
N i - T'V

ff Nk_l(yj, k - _j)2

(23)

The F-test is based on the ratio S 2 and S ) .

Comparison between the standard deviation from data set (i) with the standard

deviation from data set (j) can be made through the expression:

2

F*- Slarger (24)

S_maller

where Slarger is the larger standard deviation from either data set (i) or (j), and Ssmalle r is the

smaller standard deviation from either data set (i) or (j). The standard deviation S i from the i-th

data set is not statistically different from the standard deviation Sj from the j-th data set at the

95% confidence level if the relationship

F* < F(0.975, v i, v j) (25)

holds. Likewise, the standard deviation S i from the i-th data set is statistically different from the

standard deviation Sj from the j-th data set at the 95% confidence level if the relationship

F* > F(0.975, v i, v j) (26)
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is true. In equations (25) and (26), F(0.975, v i, v j) is the 95% percentile of the standard F-distri-

bution F-value with v i degrees of freedom in the numerator and vj degrees of freedom in the

dominator. The degrees of freedom from the i-th data set is given by:

v i = (N i-l) (27)

while the degrees of freedom from the j-th data set is given by:

vj = (Nj-1) (28)

When the difference between the minimum value of the response variable and the

maximum value of the response variable in a DOE is a decade or greater, there often exist a linear

relationship between the mean response and the standard deviation. Under this condition, the log-

arithm of the response will stabilize the variation over the range of the response. Because this was

the case with DC60 and the Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes over the DOE variable space, the

natural logarithm of the response variable was used in the DOE analysis and in this analysis of

means. However, the inlet total pressure recovery (PFAVE) was not transformed in the DOE anal-

ysis and hence was not transformed in this evaluation of means.

Therefore, a direct statistical comparison can be made between the mean values of

the response ln(Yi) and ln(Yj) of two data set (i) and (j) which have been transformed using a

natural logarithmic function by the t-statistic:

t* = ln(Yi)- ln(Y 7 (29)
1

where N i is the number of values in data set (i), Njthe number of values data set (j), and Sp is the

"pooled" standard deviation defined by the relationship:

/(Ni- 1)S +(Nj- 1)S )
Sp = q (30)

and mean of the transformed response variable for the i-th data set is given by:

N i

(31)

while the mean of the transformed response variable for the j-th data set is determined from the

expression:
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Xj

ln(Yj) - ljk_lln(Yj, k)
(32)

The standard deviation from the i-th data set can be determined from the equation:

N/

(in(Y;,k)- In(Y;-----5)2

Si = k= 1 (33)
N i - 1

while the standard deviation from the j-th data set can be computed from the equation:

ffNk_ 1(ln (Yj, In (Yj))
k)

I

sj: : (34)

where ln(Yi) and ln(Yj) are obtained from equations (31) and (32).

In comparing the mean values from two data sets (i) and (j), if the expression

t* < t(0.975, vp) (35)

is valid, the response values from the i-th data set are not statistically different from the response

values from the j-th data at the 95% confidence level. Likewise, the response values from the i-th

data set are statistically different from the response values from the j-th data set at the 95% confi-

dence level if the expression

t* > t(0.975, vp) (36)

holds. The term vp is the "pooled" degrees of freedom given by the expression:

vp = (N i- 1) + (Nj- 1) (37)

and t(0.975, vp) is the is the 95% confidence t-value for vp degrees of freedom.

The results of the t-tests for the comparison of the means and F-tests for compari-

son of the standard deviations based on the CFD validation cases presented in Tables (11), (13)

and (15) are shown in Tables (16) through (21). The evaluations presented in Tables (16) through

(21) have been organized as three sets of comparisons for mean and standard deviations of two

"Optimal Robust" mission installation designs. In the first comparison, the mean and standard

deviations between the Maximum Performance (data set 1) and Maximum Engine Stability (data
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set 2) mission cases are evaluated for eight response variables. This comparison is presented in

Tables (16) and (17). In the second comparison set, the mean and standard deviations between the

Maximum Performance (data set 1) and Maximum HCF Life Expectancy (data set 3) mission

cases are evaluated, again for the same eight response variables. This comparison is presented in

Tables (18) and (19). Tables (20) and (21) present the results for the third set of comparisons, i.e.

between the mean and standard deviations of the Maximum Engine Stability (data set 2) and

Maximum HCF Life Expectancy (data set 3) mission cases for the same eight response variables.

The eight response variables evaluated were the inlet total pressure recover (PFAVE), the engine

face distortion (DC60), the first five Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of distortion (F 1/2,F2/2, F3/

2,F4/2,F5/2), and the mean of the first five Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of distortion (FM/2).

The results of this study indicated that there were no statistical significant differences between the

three sets of CFD validations cases presented in Tables (11), (13), and (15) at the 95% confidence

level. Even though there are differences in the factor variables that define the "Optimal Robust"

installation designs, these factor differences did not translate into statistically significant inlet per-

formance differences over the range of throat Mach Numbers from 0.30 to 0.70 and inlet angle-of-

incidences from 0 ° to 20.0 °.

Although the three "Optimal Robust" installation designs were generated from

three very different mission strategies, the performance achieved by these installation designs

were not statistically significantly different over the entire mission variable range. Hence one can

draw overall conclusions with regard to the micro-scale secondary flow control installation

design. Since the common dominator in each of the "Optimal Robust" installation designs was

that the engine face circumferential distortion in each case were all driven to near zero, one can

conclude that this condition represents the most robust operating state of the inlet. In other words,
the inlet is most tolerant to mission variable disturbances when there is no circumferential distor-

tion. Although there is no established correlation between circumferential distortion and any of

the Fourier harmonics 1/2-amplitudes, minimizing the mean of the first five Fourier harmonic 1/2-

amplitudes of distortion results in driving the circumferential distortion to near zero. Likewise,

one can also conclude that the inlet achieves its highest total pressure recovery when the circum-

ferential distortion is also driven to zero, even though there is no established correlation between

total pressure recovery and circumferential distortion. The near zero engine face circumferential

distortion was provided by the three "Optimal Robust" micro-scale secondary flow installation

designs over the entire mission variable range. The "Optimal Robust" installation designs also

provide essentially the same performance as the "Optimal Adaptive" over the same mission vari-

able range.

Statistical Comparison of CFD Analysis and DOE Predictions

Extensive CFD validation cases were included in this study and these are presented

in Tables (11), (13) and (15). There are a total of 27 CFD validation cases. They represent the

three "Optimal Robust" installation designs determined by the "Lower Order" Robust design

methodology (4). The CFD validation performance results for "Optimal Robust" Maximum Perfor-

mance, Maximum Engine Stability installation, and Maximum HCF Installation designs included

all the response variables important for this study, i.e. inlet total pressure recovery (PFAVE),

engine face distortion (DC60), and the first five Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of distortion

(F1/2, F2/2, F3/2, F4/2, and F5/2). These results indicate that the three "Optimal Robust" installa-
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tion designssatisfiedthedesignrequirementsovertheentiremissionvariablerange.In orderto
validatetheDOEperformancepredictionprocedure,threecasesfromeachof thesetof CFDper-
formancevalidationcaseswerechosenfor statisticalcomparisonwith theDOEpredictions.

A directstatisticalcomparisoncanbemadebetweenthe optimalresponsespre-
dictedby the DOEmodels(YDoE)andtheactualCFD predictedperformancevalues(YcFD)
throughtheexpression:

= Iln(YcFD)- ln(YDOE)l (3S)
In (YA) - ln(YDOE)

t(0.975, N- p)

where YA is the upper 95% confidence interval for the individual predicted response YDOE from

the regression model, and t(0.975,N-p) is the 95% confidence t-value for N-p degrees of freedom.

As previously discussed, when there exist a functional relationship between the mean values and

standard deviation of the data, the data set does not satisfy the requirement of a normally distrib-

uted set. Under this condition, a transformation is often used to stabilize the variation over the

response variable range. Because this was the case with DC60 and the Fourier harmonic 1/2-

amplitudes, the natural logarithm of these responses were used in the DOE analysis, the analysis

of means and variances described in the previous section, and in this evaluation of the DOE

model. Since all the response parameters except for PFAVE were analyzed using a natural log

transformation, the natural log of the response (Y) was used in the statistical comparison of those

response variables. For a statistically significant difference to exist between the DOE model pre-

dicted response (YDoE) and the CFD validation response prediction (YcFD), the expression:

t* > t(0.975, N-p) (39)

must hold. Likewise, if the expression

t* < t(0.975, N-p) (40)

is valid, the YCFD is not statistically different from YDOE" Therefore, for no significant statistical

difference to exist between the DOE model predicted response YDOE and the CFD analysis

response YCFD, the CFD response prediction must fall within the 95% confidence interval of the

DOE model prediction for that response. For each "Optimal Robust" installation design, the sta-

tistical comparisons were made using the diagonal three cases in each set listed in Tables (11),

(13) and (15).

Tables (19) through (21) show the results of this statistical comparison over the

range of throat Mach Numbers from 0.30 to 0.70 and inlet angle-of-incidences from 0° to 20.0 °

for the Maximum Performance, Maximum Engine Stability, and Maximum HCF Life Expectancy

missions. In general, the number of incidences when the comparisons were statistically different

was somewhat above 5%, which is remarkably good. All the cases in which a statistical difference

were indicated involved in the evaluation of the Fourier harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of distortion. In

these particular cases, the differences between the CFD analysis and DOE prediction were to too
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small to be of practical significance This indicates that the DOE prediction results are not substan-

tially different from the CFD analysis results (i.e. the CFD analysis predictions fell within the

95% confidence interval of the DOE performance predictions). It also indicates that the optimal

installations determined by the DOE models were a statistically valid optima when compared to

the actual CFD installation analyses. The accuracy of the response surfaces determined from the

DOE analysis was therefore more than adequate for use in determining an installation optimum

and for conceptual studies on the inlet-engine control system design.

CONCLUSIONS

The fundamental importance of Genichi Taguchi's contribution to RSM over

traditional design approaches lies in the idea that process and product sensitivity to their

environment can be incorporated into the optimal statistical Design-of-Experiment and subsequent

analysis of the data. The Taguchi noise factors that cause variability in industrial design are often

the environmental variables, such as temperature and humidity, properties of the material, and

product aging. In aerodynamic design, the Taguchi noise factors can be identified with the mission

variables, since they produce variation from the design condition. Being able to include the mission

variables directly into the inlet design process represents a major breakthrough in the area of

aerodynamic design of inlets. The inlet system can now be designed to operate with optimal

performance over a range of specified mission variables.Taguchi's Robust Parameter Design

method, however, may not be optimal in the design of secondary flow installations for inlet

systems because: (a) it loses information vital to the aerodynamicist and, (b) it is costly.

Fortunately, the important aspects surrounding Taguchi's approach to Robust Parameter Design

can and have been incorporated into an alternate economical approach and adapted to the inlet

design problem. This alternate inlet design method, using a combined array approach to

economical Robust Design, had a significant run size savings over a traditional Taguchi approach,

i.e. 27 CFD experiments as compared to 45 CFD experiments. The combined array DOE format,

in which the factor (design) variables are included with the environmental (mission) variables,

allows for conceptual studies to me made on the inlet-engine control system to determine the most

efficient and cost effective system prior to any experimentation. These conceptual studies on the

inlet-engine control system can not be made using Taguchi's Robust Parameter Design

methodology.

To illustrate the potential of economical Robust Design methodology, three different

mission strategies were considered for the subject inlet, namely (1) Maximum Performance, (2)

Maximum Engine Stability, and (3) Maximum HCF Life Expectancy. The Maximum Performance

mission minimized the inlet total pressure losses, the Maximum Engine Stability mission

minimized the engine face distortion (DC60), while the Maximum HCF Life Expectancy mission

minimized the mean of the first five Fourier harmonic amplitudes, i.e. "collectively" reduced all the

harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of engine face distortion. Each of the mission strategies was subject to a

low engine face distortion constraint, i.e. DC60 < 0.10, which is a level acceptable for commercial

engines, and a constraint on each individual Fourier harmonic amplitudes of Fk/2 < 0.015. For each

of these missions strategies, an "Optimal Robust" (open loop control) and an "Optimal Adaptive"

(closed loop control) installation were designed over an inlet throat Mach number range from 0.30

to 0.70, and angle-of-incidence range from 0.0 ° to 20.0 °. The "Optimal Robust" installation used

economical Robust Design methodology to arrive at a single design which operated over the entire

angle-of-incident range (open loop control). The "Optimal Adaptive" installation optimized all the
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designparametersat eachthroatMach numberand angle-of-incidence.Thus the "Optimal
Adaptive"installationwouldrequireaclosedloopcontrolsystemto senseapropersignalfor each
effector and modify that effector device,whethermechanicalor fluidic, for optimal inlet
performance.In general,the performancedifferencesbetweenthe "Optimal Adaptive" and
"OptimalRobust"installationdesignswerefoundto bemarginal.This suggests,that "Optimal
Robust"openloopinstallationdesignscanbevery competitivewith "OptimalAdaptive"close
loopdesigns.

Effectiveinletflowcontrolmanagementof enginefacedistortionwasachievedby
reducingtheunit strengthof themicro-vaneeffectorandallowingtheinstallationdesignto influ-
encetheinlet flow overanextendedstreamwisedistanceby substantiallyincreasingthemicro-
vanechordlength.With this combination,thetotalpressurelossesassociatedwith micro-vane
effectorsbecameverysmall,andalargeoverallperformancegainachieved.In addition,thisstudy
demonstratedthat optimal"low unit strength"micro-effectorinstallationdesignsexhibitedthe
samerobustnesspropertiesasoptimal"highunit strength"micro-effectorinstallation,butwithout
thelargetotalpressureloss.Thedesignstrategyof replacing"high unit strength"micro-effectors
with "low unit strength"micro-effectorswhich influencetheflow overanextendedstreamwise
distancewasthereforefoundtobeveryeffective.
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Inlet Throat Station

I

(a) Baseline Inlet S-Duct Geometry

Engine Face (ALP) Station

I IIil

(b) Baseline Inlet S-Duct Computational Grid

Figure (1): Geometry and computational grid for redesigned M2129 inlet S-duct.
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Config. Mt ¢x (degs)

nvg301 0.30 0.0

nvg302 0.70 0.0

nvg303 0.30 20.0

nvg304 0.70 20.0

nvg305 0.30 10.0

nvg306 0.70 10.0

nvg307 0.50 0.0

nvg308 0.50 20.0

nvg309 0.50 10.0

Table (1): CFD validation cases for the baseline inlet S-duct.

Config. PFAVE DC(60) F1/2 F2/2 F3/2 F4/2 F5/2

nvg301 0.99366 0.34109 0.00569 0.00577 0.00451 0.00294 0.00139

nvg302 0.96723 0.45485 0.03589 0.02951 0.01708 0.00498 0.00350

nvg303 0.98949 0.38795 0.00854 0.00747 0.00486 0.00227 0.00049

nvg304 0.95275 0.49219 0.04828 0.03409 0.01384 0.00154 0.00679

nvg305 0.99261 0.35889 0.00710 0.00677 0.00492 0.00270 0.00077

nvg306 0.96439 0.46496 0.03799 0.03052 0.01661 0.00399 0.00430

nvg307 0.98617 0.36363 0.01456 0.01363 0.01015 0.00553 0.00158

nvg308 0.97888 0.42716 0.01968 0.01668 0.01007 0.00379 0.00119

nvg309 0.98400 0.39474 0.01636 0.01490 0.01035 0.00498 0.00105

Table (2): Engine face performance results for the baseline inlet S-duct.
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(c) Baseline Condition, Mt = 0.70, c_ = 20.0 °

Figure (2): Near wall streamline traces in the baseline inlet S-duct.
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(a) Mt = 0.30, _ = 0.0 ° (b) Mt = 0.30, _ -- 10.0 ° (c) Mt = 0.30, _ = 20.0 °

(d) Mt = 0.50, _ = 0.0 ° (e) Mt = 0.50, _ = 10.0 ° (f) Mt = 0.50, _ = 20.0 °

(g) Mt = 0.70, _ = 0.0 ° (h) Mt = 0.70, _ = 10.0 ° (i) Mt = 0.70, _ = 20.0 °

Figure (3): Engine face total pressure recovery contours for the baseline inlet

S-duct over the mission variable range.
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Figure (4): Effect of inlet throat Mach number on the engine face total

pressure recovery, baseline inlet S-duct, a = 0.0 °.
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Figure (5): Effect of inlet angle-of-incidence on engine face total pressure

recovery, baseline inlet S-duct, Mt = 0.70.
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Figure (6): Effect of inlet throat Mach number on the engine face DC60

distortion, baseline inlet S-duct, _ = 0.0 °.
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Figure (7): Effect of inlet angle-of-incidence on engine face DC60 distor-
tion, baseline inlet S-duct, Mt -- 0.70.
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Figure (8): Effect of inlet throat Mach number on the Fourier harmonic

1/2-amplitudes of engine face distortion, baseline inlet S-duct, (_ = 0.0 °.
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Figure (9): Effect of inlet angle-of-incidence on the Fourier harmonic 1/2-

amplitudes of engine face distortion, baseline inlet S-duct, Mt = 0.70.
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I
Effector Region

Figure (10): Location of effector region within inlet S-duct configuration.

Figure (11): Micro-vane arrangement within inlet S-duct effector region.
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Factor Range

Number of Vane Effectors, n 13 to 27

Effector Vane Height (mm), h 1.0 to 2.0

Effector Chord Length (mm), c 36.0 to 72.0

Inlet Throat Mach Number, Mt 0.30 to 0.70

Inlet Angle-of-Incidence (degs.), c_ 0.0 to 20.0

Table (3): Factor variables which establish the DOE design matrix.

Variable Value

Effector Vane Thickness (mm), t 0.138

Vane Angle-of-Incidence (degs), _ 5.0

Inlet Total Pressure (lbs/ft2), Pt 10506.0

Inlet Total Temperature (°R), Tt 517.0

Inlet Angle-of-Yaw (degs), y 0.0

Table (4): Variables held constant.

Response Nomenclature

Engine Face Total Pressure Recovery PFAVE

Engine Face Distortion DC60

1st Fourier Harmonic 1/2-Amplitude F1/2

2nd Fourier Harmonic 1/2-Amplitude F2/2

3rd Fourier Harmonic 1/2-Amplitude F3/2

4th Fourier Harmonic 1/2-Amplitude F4/2

5th Fourier Harmonic 1/2-Amplitude F5/2

Table (5): DOE response variables.
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Config. n h c Mt c_

nvg701 13 1.0 36.0 0.30 20.0

nvg702 27 1.0 36.0 0.30 0.0

nvg703 13 2.0 36.0 0.30 0.0

nvg704 27 2.0 36.0 0.30 20.0

nvg705 13 1.0 72.0 0.30 0.0

nvg706 27 1.0 72.0 0.30 20.0

nvg707 13 2.0 72.0 0.30 20.0

nvg708 27 2.0 72.0 0.30 0.0

nvg709 13 1.0 36.0 0.70 0.0

nvg710 27 1.0 36.0 0.70 20.0

nvg711 13 2.0 36.0 0.70 20.0

nvg712 27 2.0 36.0 0.70 0.0

nvg713 13 1.0 72.0 0.70 20.0

nvg714 27 1.0 72.0 0.70 0.0

nvg715 13 2.0 72.0 0.70 0.0

nvg716 27 2.0 72.0 0.70 20.0

nvg717 13 1.5 54.0 0.50 10.0

nvg718 27 1.5 54.0 0.50 10.0

nvg719 20 1.0 54.0 0.50 10.0

nvg720 20 2.0 54.0 0.50 10.0

nvg721 20 1.5 36.0 0.50 10.0

nvg722 20 1.5 72.0 0.50 10.0

nvg723 20 1.5 54.0 0.30 10.0

nvg724 20 1.5 54.0 0.70 10.0

nvg725 20 1.5 54.0 0.50 0.0

nvg726 20 1.5 54.0 0.50 20.0

nvg727 20 1.5 54.0 0.50 10.0

Table (6): "Lower Order" Central Composite Face-Centered (CCF) combined array

DOE format involving factor (design) variables and environmental (mission) variables.
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Figure (12): Graphical representation of the "Lower Order" Central Com-

posite Face-Centered (CCF) combined array DOE format involving factor

(design) variables and environmental (mission) variables.
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Ring Number Radial Weighting Coefficient

1 0.05651

2 0.14248

3 0.21077

4 0.26918

5 0.32106

Table (7): Radial weighting coefficients applied to the total pressure rake measurements.

(a) 80-probe rake (b) Computational grid

Figure (13): Total pressure and distortion measurement arrays.

Response Nomenclature S2max/S2mi n t(0.95,9,9)

1st Harmonic 1/2-Amplitude F1/2 1939.9 4.03

2nd Harmonic 1/2-Amplitude F2/2 391.6 4.03

3rd Harmonic 1/2-Amplitude F3/2 1681.0 4.03

4th Harmonic 1/2-Amplitude F4/2 153.9 4.03

5th Harmonic 1/2-Amplitude F5/2 292.3 4.03

Table (8): Fourier Harmonic 1/2-amplitude F-test compliance
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Config. PFAVE DC(60) F1/2 F2/2 F3/2 F4/2 F5/2

nvg701 0.98892 0.07588 0.00067 0.00263 0.00107 0.00052 0.00052

nvg702 0.99460 0.03610 0.00279 0.00155 0.00176 0.00025 0.00022

nvg703 0.99451 0.04464 0.00345 0.00182 0.00140 0.00048 0.00039

nvg704 0.99053 0.03336 0.00320 0.00230 0.00201 0.00077 0.00085

nvg705 0.99498 0.03660 0.00282 0.00152 0.00143 0.00040 0.00012

nvg706 0.99072 0.03273 0.00293 0.00180 0.00200 0.00057 0.00035

nvg707 0.99138 0.04374 0.00369 0.00195 0.00128 0.00073 0.00053

nvg708 0.99489 0.07689 0.00594 0.00286 0.00122 0.00020 0.00065

nvg709 0.97405 0.19080 0.01753 0.01474 0.00622 0.00085 0.00386

nvg710 0.96183 0.24010 0.02856 0.01960 0.00421 0.00442 0.00613

nvg711 0.96431 0.20937 0.02096 0.01503 0.00553 0.00039 0.00423

nvg712 0.97633 0.04567 0.00412 0.01193 0.00858 0.00240 0.00339

nvg713 0.96250 0.27487 0.02827 0.02212 0.00933 0.00043 0.00413

nvg714 0.97727 0.05010 0.00034 0.00910 0.01055 0.00322 0.00121'

nvg715 0.97850 0.02916 0.00492 0.00842 0.00572 0.00352 0.00288

nvg716 0.96591 0.04687 0.00581 0.00303 0.00606 0.00484 0.00701

nvg717 0.98674 0.01487 0.00148 0.00242 0.00285 0.00147 0.00098

nvg718 0.98665 0.03322 0.00485 0.00539 0.00441 0.00095 0.00121

nvg719 0.98636 0.02689 0.00097 0.00243 0.00429 0.00201 0.00040

nvg720 0.98646 0.03927 0.00643 0.00581 0.00309 0.00072 0.00138

nvg721 0.98647 0.02511 0.00232 0.00371 0.00392 0.00108 0.00047

nvg722 0.98703 0.03559 0.00580 0.00538 0.00340 0.00057 0.00107

nvg723 0.99309 0.04708 0.00391 0.00228 0.00150 0.00028 0.00037

nvg724 0.97462 0.04156 0.00031 0.00891 0.00843 0.00257 0.00172

nvg725 0.98807 0.03531 0.00503 0.00536 0.00358 0.00060 0.00069

nvg726 0.98277 0.02139 0.00138 0.00305 0.00355 0.00131 0.00100

nvg727 0.98684 0.02975 0.00416 0.00478 0.00374 0.00085 0.00073

Table (9): Engine face performance results for the Central Composite Face-Centered

(CCF) combined array DOE format involving design (factor) variables and mission

(environmental) variables.
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Figure (14): Comparison of "Optimal Robust" and "Optimal

Adaptive" Maximum Performance inlet mission installation

designs.
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Figure (14): Comparison of "Optimal Robust" and "Optimal Adaptive" Max-

imum Performance inlet mission installation designs, continued.
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Config. n h c Mt

nvg728 22 1.95 72.0 0.70 0.0

nvg729 22 1.95 72.0 0.70 10.0

nvg730 22 1.95 72.0 0.70 20.0

nvg731 22 1.95 72.0 0.50 0.0

nvg732 22 1.95 72.0 0.50 10.0

nvg733 22 1.95 72.0 0.50 20.0

nvg734 22 1.95 72.0 0.30 0.0

nvg735 22 1.95 72.0 0.30 10.0

nvg736 22 1.95 72.0 0.30 20.0

Table (10): "Optimal Robust" Maximum Performance inlet mission CFD validation

cases.

Config. PFAVE DC(60) F1/2 F2/2 F3/2 F4/2 F5/2

nvg728 0.97803 0.04904 0.01070 0.01262 0.00543 0.00104 0.00289

nvg729 0.97585 0.02144 0.00289 0.00392 0.00383 0.00200 0.00194

nvg730 0.96629 0.04842 0.00634 0.00190 0.00431 0.00473 0.00777

nvg731 0.98835 0.04936 0.00867 0.00629 0.00295 0.00057 0.00124

nvg732 0.98722 0.04412 0.00804 0.00610 0.00329 0.00080 0.00129

nvg733 0.98304 0.02739 0.00533 0.00502 0.00374 0.00168 0.00201

nvg734 0.99432 0.07512 0.00587 0.00288 0.00117 0.00030 0.00066

nvg735 0.99337 0.07170 0.00566 0.00275 0.00134 0.00034 0.00061

nvg736 0.99081 0.05397 0.00468 0.00250 0.00154 0.00054 0.00068

Table (11): "Optimal Robust" Maximum Performance inlet mission CFD validation
results.
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(a) Mt = 0.30, _ = 0.0 ° (b) Mt = 0.30, _ -- 10.0 ° (c) Mt = 0.30, _ = 20.0 °

(d) Mt = 0.50, _ = 0.0 ° (e) Mt = 0.50, _ = 10.0 ° (f) Mt = 0.50, _ = 20.0 °

(g) Mt = 0.70, _ = 0.0 ° (h) Mt = 0.70, _ = 10.0 ° (i) Mt = 0.70, _ = 20.0 °

Figure (15): Engine face total pressure recovery contours for the "Optimal
Robust" Maximum Performance inlet mission installation CFD solutions.
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(a) aseine ne Souion

(b) Optimal Robust "Maximum Performance" solution

Figure (16): Comparison of near wall streamlines for baseline and

"Optimal Robust" Maximum Performance installation CFD solution,

Mt = 0.30, _ = 0.0 °.
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Figure (17): Comparison of "Optimal Robust" and "Optimal

Adaptive" Maximum Engine Stability inlet mission installation

designs.
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Figure (17): Comparison of "Optimal Robust" and "Optimal Adaptive" Max-

imum Engine Stability inlet mission installation designs, continued.
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Config. n h c Mt ct

nvg737 24 2.0 70.2 0.70 0.0

nvg738 24 2.0 70.2 0.70 10.0

nvg739 24 2.0 70.2 0.70 20.0

nvg740 24 2.0 70.2 0.50 0.0

nvg741 24 2.0 70.2 0.50 10.0

nvg742 24 2.0 70.2 0.50 20.0

nvg743 24 2.0 70.2 0.30 0.0

nvg744 24 2.0 70.2 0.30 10.0

nvg745 24 2.0 70.2 0.30 20.0

Table (12): "Optimal Robust" Maximum Engine Stability inlet mission CFD valida-

tion cases.

Config. PFAVE DC(60) F1/2 F2/2 F3/2 F4/2 F5/2

nvg737 0.97784 0.05082 0.01110 0.01303 0.00570 0.00074 0.00287

nvg738 0.97576 0.04369 0.00896 0.01219 0.00648 0.00149 0.00328

nvg739 0.96619 0.04643 0.00571 0.00304 0.00557 0.00491 0.00738

nvg740 0.98835 0.05149 0.00899 0.00638 0.00290 0.00030 0.00124

nvg741 0.98722 0.04643 0.00835 0.00623 0.00326 0.00052 0.00129

nvg742 0.98305 0.03018 0.00575 0.00537 0.00387 0.00135 0.00177

nvg743 0.99871 0.07797 0.00603 0.00208 0.00114 0.00017 0.00065

nvg744 0.99337 0.07384 0.00583 0.00278 0.00129 0.00020 0.00061

nvg745 0.99081 0.05620 0.00486 0.00258 0.00154 0.00041 0.00063

Table (13): "Optimal Robust" Maximum Engine Stability inlet mission CFD valida-
tion results.
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(a) Mt = 0.30, _ = 0.0 ° (b) Mt = 0.30, _ -- 10.0 ° (c) Mt = 0.30, _ = 20.0 °

(d) Mt = 0.50, _ = 0.0 ° (e) Mt = 0.50, _ = 10.0 ° (f) Mt = 0.50, _ = 20.0 °

(g) Mt = 0.70, _ = 0.0 ° (h) Mt = 0.70, _ = 10.0 ° (i) Mt = 0.70, _ = 20.0 °

Figure (18): Engine face total pressure recovery contours for the "Optimal
Robust" Maximum Engine Stability inlet mission installation CFD solutions.
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(a) Baseline Inlet Solution

p'

(b) Optimal Robust "Maximum Engine Stability"solution

Figure (19): Comparison of near wall streamlines for baseline and

"Optimal Robust" Maximum Engine Stability installation CFD solu-

tions, Mt = 0.50, _ = 10.0 °.
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Figure (20): Comparison of "Optimal Robust" and "Optimal

Adaptive" Maximum HCF Life Expectancy inlet mission instal-

lation designs.
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Figure (20): Comparison of "Optimal Robust" and "Optimal Adaptive" Max-

imum HCF Life Expectancy inlet mission installation designs, continued.
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Config. n h c Mt t_

nvg746 19 1.70 63.0 0.70 0.0

nvg747 19 1.70 63.0 0.70 10.0

nvg748 19 1.70 63.0 0.70 20.0

nvg749 19 1.70 63.0 0.50 0.0

nvg750 19 1.70 63.0 0.50 10.0

nvg751 19 1.70 63.0 0.50 20.0

nvg752 19 1.70 63.0 0.30 0.0

nvg753 19 1.70 63.0 0.30 10.0

nvg754 19 1.70 63.0 0.30 20.0

Table (14): "Optimal Robust" Maximum HCF Life Expectancy inlet mission CFD

validation cases.

Config. PFAVE DC(60) F1/2 F2/2 F3/2 F4/2 F5/2

nvg746 0.97813 0.04366 0.00631 0.01173 0.00647 0.00124 0.00238

nvg747 0.97585 0.03636 0.00374 0.01040 0.00688 0.00204 0.00290

nvg748 0.96591 0.07454 0.01207 0.00299 0.00231 0.00331 0.00586

nvg749 0.98864 0.03958 0.00653 0.00588 0.00355 0.00097 0.00119

nvg750 0.98740 0.03481 0.00589 0.00555 0.00376 0.00121 0.00126

nvg751 0.98323 0.02144 0.00289 0.00392 0.00383 0.00200 0.00194

nvg752 0.99470 0.06192 0.00490 0.00279 0.00148 0.00048 0.00061

nvg753 0.99356 0.05861 0.00469 0.00262 0.00162 0.00055 0.00058

nvg754 0.99091 0.04134 0.00365 0.00224 0.00174 0.00071 0.00063

Table (15): "Optimal Robust" Maximum HCF Life Expectancy inlet mission CFD

validation results.
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(a) Mt = 0.30, _ ---0.0 ° (b) Mt = 0.30, _ = 10.0 ° (c) Mt = 0.30, _ = 20.0 °

(d) Mt = 0.50, _ = 0.0 ° (e) Mt = 0.50, _ = 10.0 ° (f) Mt = 0.50, _ = 20.0 °

(g) Mt = 0.70, {x = 0.0 ° (h) Mt = 0.70, _ = 10.0 ° (i) Mt = 0.70, _ = 20.0 °

Figure (21): Engine face total pressure recovery contours for the "Optimal
Robust" Maximum HCF Life Expectancy inlet mission installation CFD solu-
tions.
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(b) "Optimal Robust" Maximum HCF Life Expectancy solution

Figure (22): Comparison of near wall streamlines for baseline and

"Optimal Robust" Maximum HCF Life Expectancy installation CFD

solutions, Mt = 0.70, c_ = 20.0 °.
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Figure (23): Effect of "Optimal Robust" installation designs on total pres-

sure recovery, Mt = 0.70, _ = 20.0 °.
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Figure (24): Effect of"Optimal Robust" installation designs on engine face

DC60 distortion, Mt = 0.70, _ = 20.0 °.
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Figure (25): Effect of "Optimal Robust" installation designs on the Fourier

harmonic 1/2-amplitudes of engine face distortion, Mt = 0.70, _ = 20.0 °.
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Response t _ t(0.975,16)ln(Y 1) ln(Y 2)

PFAVE 0.983311 0.984589 0.274126 2.120 Not Diff.

DC60 -3.104553 -2.972547 0.880060 2.120 Not Diff.

F1/2 -5.070342 -4.957721 0.773155 2.120 Not Diff.

F2/2 -5.423593 -5.288741 0.461401 2.120 Not Diff.

F3/2 -5.840606 -5.799162 0.144458 2.120 Not Diff.

F4/2 -6.940625 -7.367960 0.867452 2.120 Not Diff.

F5/2 -6.403719 -6.475028 0.177812 2.120 Not Diff.

FM/2 -5.644880 -5.604631 0.191506 2.120 Not Diff.

Comment

Table (16): Statistical comparison of the mean between "Optimal Robust" Maximum

Performance (data set 1) and Maximum Engine Stability (data set 2) installation

CFD results.

Response S 1 5 2 F* F(0.975,8,8) Comment

PFAVE 0.009538 0.010004 1.048857 4.43 Not Diff.

DC60 0.430507 0.283570 1.386064 4.43 Not Diff.

F1/2 0.395277 0.281970 1.401939 4.43 Not Diff.

F2/2 0.595343 0.628281 1.139752 4.43 Not Diff.

F3/2 0.551444 0.628052 1.138923 4.43 Not Diff.

F4/2 0.936279 1.082130 1.155777 4.43 Not Diff.

F5/2 0.823936 0.859715 1.043424 4.43 Not Diff.

FM/2 0.386132 0.466342 1.207726 4.43 Not Diff.

Table (17): Statistical comparison of the standard deviation between "Optimal

Robust" Maximum Performance (data set 1) and Maximum Engine Stability (data

set 2) installation CFD results.
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Response t _ t(0.975,16)ln(Y 1) ln(Y 3)

PFAVE 0.983311 0.984249 0.209142 2.120 Not Diff.

DC60 -3.104553 -3.141833 0.219665 2.120 Not Diff.

F1/2 -5.070342 -5.264171 1.084849 2.120 Not Diff.

F2/2 -5.423593 -5.402603 0.073190 2.120 Not Diff.

F3/2 -5.840606 -5.797130 0.158285 2.120 Not Diff.

F4/2 -6.940625 -6.762864 0.437173 2.120 Not Diff.

F5/2 -6.403719 -6.544794 0.364755 2.120 Not Diff.

FM/2 -5.644880 -5.723091 0.382118 2.120 Not Diff.

Comment

Table (18): Statistical comparison of the mean between "Optimal Robust" Maximum

Performance (data set 1) and Maximum HCF Life Expectancy (data set 3) installa-

tion CFD results.

Response S 1 5 3 F* F(0.975,8,8) Comment

PFAVE 0.009538 0.009453 1.067896 4.43 Not Diff.

DC60 0.430507 0.370320 1.123346 4.43 Not Diff.

F1/2 0.395277 0.419342 1.577729 4.43 Not Diff.

F2/2 0.595343 0.605094 1.021587 4.43 Not Diff.

F3/2 0.551444 0.576764 3.045711 4.43 Not Diff.

F4/2 0.936279 0.689089 2.133706 4.43 Not Diff.

F5/2 0.823936 0.798711 1.110372 4.43 Not Diff.

FM/2 0.386132 0.445898 1.104159 4.43 Not Diff.

Table (19): Statistical comparison of the standard deviation between "Optimal

Robust" Maximum Performance (data set 1) and Maximum HCF Life Expectancy

(data set 3) installation CFD results.
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Response t _ t(0.975,16)ln(Y 2) ln(Y 3)

PFAVE 0.984589 0.984249 0.071929 2.120 Not Diff.

DC60 -2.972547 -3.141833 1.088837 2.120 Not Diff.

F1/2 -4.957721 -5.264171 1.819320 2.120 Not Diff.

F2/2 -5.288741 -5.402603 0.391603 2.120 Not Diff.

F3/2 -5.799162 -5.797130 0.007148 2.120 Not Diff.

F4/2 -7.367960 -6.762864 1.414981 2.120 Not Diff.

F5/2 -6.475028 -6.544794 0.178357 2.120 Not Diff.

FM/2 -5.604631 -5.723091 0.550795 2.120 Not Diff.

Comment

Table (20): Statistical comparison of the mean between "Optimal Robust" Maximum

Engine Stability (data set 2) and Maximum HCF Life Expectancy (data set 3) instal-

lation CFD results.

Response 5 2 5 3 F* F(0.975,8,8) Comment

PFAVE 0.010004 0.009453 1.120069 4.43 Not Diff.

DC60 0.283570 0.370320 1.705428 4.43 Not Diff.

F1/2 0.281970 0.419342 2.211722 4.43 Not Diff.

F2/2 0.628281 0.605094 1.186619 4.43 Not Diff.

F3/2 0.628052 0.576764 1.185756 4.43 Not Diff.

F4/2 1.082130 0.689089 2.466089 4.43 Not Diff.

F5/2 0.859715 0.798711 1.158589 4.43 Not Diff.

FM/2 0.466342 0.445898 1.093797 4.43 Not Diff.

Table (21): Statistical comparison of the standard deviation between "Optimal

Robust" Maximum Engine Stability (data set 2) and Maximum HCF Life Expect-

ancy (data set 3) installation CFD results.
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Response Mt ct (degs) CFD DOE t t* Comments

PFAVE 0.30 0.0 0.99432 0.99522 2.10090 0.73005 Not Diff.

DC60 0.07512 0.05562 2.10090 0.54532 Not Diff.

F1/2 0.00587 0.00450 1.96942 0.55327 Not Diff.

F2/2 0.00288 0.00336 1.96917 0.28857 Not Diff.

F3/2 0.00117 0.00123 1.91931 0.83415 Not Diff.

F4/2 0.00030 0.00018 1.96935 1.30110 Not Diff.

F5/2 0.00066 0.00038 1.96917 0.88946 Not Diff.

FM/2 0.00217 0.00193 1.96924 0.34888 Not Diff.

PFAVE 0.50 10.0 0.98835 0.98803 2.10090 0.27666 Not Diff.

DC60 0.04936 0.02052 2.10090 1.73825 Not Diff.

F1/2 0.00867 0.00729 1.96942 0.39272 Not Diff.

F2/2 0.00629 0.00311 1.96917 1.33491 Not Diff.

F3/2 0.00295 0.00317 1.91931 1.47962 Not Diff.

F4/2 0.00057 0.00114 1.96935 1.72954 Not Diff.

F5/2 0.00124 0.00116 1.96917 0.10854 Not Diff.

FM/2 0.00394 0.00317 1.96924 0.77457 Not Diff.

PFAVE 0.70 20.0 0.96629 0.96575 2.10090 0.43803 Not Diff.

DC60 0.04824 0.06511 2.10090 0.54417 Not Diff.

F1/2 0.00634 0.00363 1.96942 1.32794 Not Diff.

F2/2 0.00190 0.00401 1.96917 1.41370 Not Diff.

F3/2 0.00431 0.00671 1.91931 7.28503 Diff.

F4/2 0.00473 0.00192 1.96935 2.27527 Diff.

F5/2 0.00777 0.00352 1.96917 1.26278 Not Diff.

FM/2 0.00501 0.00397 1.96924 0.50478 Not Diff.

Table (22): Statistical comparison between CFD analysis and DOE prediction for the

"Optimal Robust" Maximum Performance mission installation design.
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Response Mt ct (degs) CFD DOE t t* Comments

PFAVE 0.30 0.0 0.99871 0.99517 2.10090 2.06018 Not Diff.

DC60 0.07797 0.05595 2.10090 0.60221 Not Diff.

F1/2 0.00603 0.00507 1.96942 0.36478 Not Diff.

F2/2 0.00208 0.00360 1.96917 1.02288 Not Diff.

F3/2 0.00114 0.00127 1.91931 1.56370 Not Diff.

F4/2 0.00017 0.00016 1.96935 0.14723 Not Diff.

F5/2 0.00065 0.00046 1.96917 0.55175 Not Diff.

FM/2 0.00217 0.00211 1.96924 0.09142 Not Diff.

PFAVE 0.50 10.0 0.98835 0.98803 2.10090 0.27666 Not Diff.

DC60 0.05149 0.02049 2.10090 1.82491 Not Diff.

F1/2 0.00899 0.00764 1.96942 0.37888 Not Diff.

F2/2 0.00638 0.00309 1.96917 1.37007 Not Diff.

F3/2 0.00290 0.00319 1.91931 1.85829 Not Diff.

F4/2 0.00030 0.00132 1.96935 3.79089 Diff.

F5/2 0.00124 0.00136 1.96917 0.14981 Not Diff.

FM/2 0.00396 0.00332 1.96924 0.68769 Not Diff.

PFAVE 0.70 20.0 0.96619 0.96580 2.10090 0.31636 Not Diff.

DC60 0.04643 0.06454 2.10090 0.59760 Not Diff.

F1/2 0.00571 0.00353 1.96942 1.17945 Not Diff.

F2/2 0.00304 0.00371 1.96917 0.37769 Not Diff.

F3/2 0.00557 0.00668 1.91931 3.27779 Diff.

F4/2 0.00491 0.00277 1.96935 1.47449 Not Diff.

F5/2 0.00738 0.00399 1.96917 0.97422 Not Diff.

FM/2 0.00532 0.00413 1.96924 0.59630 Not Diff.

Table (23): Statistical comparison between CFD analysis and DOE prediction for the

"Optimal Robust" Maximum Engine Stability mission installation design.
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Response Mt ct (degs) CFD DOE t t* Comments

PFAVE 0.30 0.0 0.99470 0.99480 2.10090 0.08472 Not Diff.

DC60 0.06192 0.05192 2.10090 0.33963 Not Diff.

F1/2 0.00490 0.00075 1.96942 4.11884 Diff.

F2/2 0.00279 0.00238 1.96917 0.30153 Not Diff.

F3/2 0.00148 0.00137 1.91931 1.34198 Not Diff.

F4/2 0.00048 0.00025 1.96935 1.62933 Not Diff.

F5/2 0.00061 0.00022 1.96917 1.61994 Not Diff.

FM/2 0.00205 0.00093 1.96924 1.62058 Not Diff.

PFAVE 0.50 10.0 0.98864 0.98738 2.10090 1.12168 Not Diff.

DC60 0.03958 0.02416 2.10090 1.01040 Not Diff.

F1/2 0.00653 0.00182 1.96942 3.18509 Diff.

F2/2 0.00588 0.00337 1.96917 1.05658 Not Diff.

F3/2 0.00355 0.00351 1.91931 0.23523 Not Diff.

F4/2 0.00097 0.00113 1.96935 0.39917 Not Diff.

F5/2 0.00199 0.00081 1.96917 1.47013 Not Diff.

FM/2 0.00362 0.00213 1.96924 1.47694 Not Diff.

PFAVE 0.70 20.0 0.96591 0.96488 2.10090 0.87609 Not Diff.

DC60 0.07454 0.09673 2.10090 0.50252 Not Diff.

F1/2 0.01207 0.00135 1.96942 5.14994 Diff.

F2/2 0.00299 0.00668 1.96917 1.52274 Not Diff.

F3/2 0.00231 0.00747 1.91931 3.54417 Diff.

F4/2 0.00331 0.00135 1.96935 1.91215 Not Diff.

F5/2 0.00586 0.00290 1.96917 1.13662 Not Diff.

FM/2 0.00531 0.00395 1.96924 0.68737 Not Diff.

Table (24): Statistical comparison between CFD analysis and DOE prediction for the

"Optimal Robust" Maximum HCF Life Expectancy mission installation design.
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